We Want to...

Support **multiple charities** at any time we choose

Establish an **account for a minor**

Support **one charity** at any time we choose, or in perpetuity

Establish a vehicle in the United States to support the **programs and expenses** of a new domestic, or established **overseas organization**

**Contributions** to the account will come from our **immediate family** or **corporation**

**Contributions** will come from an **unlimited number of third parties** that wish to support the project.

**Donor Advised Fund** (Initial Gift $5,000)

**Collective Giving Fund** (No Initial Gift Required)

**Young Philanthropist Fund** (Initial Gift $1,800)

**Designated Fund Account** (Initial Gift $5,000)

**Fiscal Sponsorship Program** (No Initial Gift Required)

*Which FJC Account is Best for Me?*